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Overview
1. Motivation for micropropulsion technologies
2. Concept of the MEMS thruster system on-a-chip
3. Current understanding of hollow cathode thrusters
4. T5 and T6 Gridded ion thruster hollow cathodes
5. MEMS HCT design
6. Fabrication
7. Predicted performance
8 Conclusion.
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Background
Electrothermal Hollow Cathode Propulsion
Primary applications:
1. AOCS in combination with high 
power electrostatic/electromagnetic 
propulsion (>200kg)
  
– Integrate RCS with IPU
– Reuse of architecture
– Optimize propellant fractions
– Reduce mass and cost
– Reduced requalification
(T6 GIT, QinetiQ)
(ESMO EP Subsystem)
2. Small spacecraft as a standalone 
micro-propulsion system (<200kg)
– Increase performance envelope
– Maintain inert propellants
– Reduced requalification
– Reuse of architecture (Topsat, QinetiQ)
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Motivation
New application:
1. Sub-micro spacecraft (1-20kg)
S l h ll th d ti d t– ca e o ow ca o e opera on own o 
<5Watt level 
– Meet severe restrictions on:
• Mass
• Power
• Volume
– Batch MEMS production processes
– A step towards an integrated spacecraft 
on-a-chip
(CubeSat XI-IV , Japan's University of Tokyo's 
Intelligent Space Systems Laboratory (ISSL) )
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Envisioned System
On-chip
• MEMS-based diffuse 
thermal arc plasma   
thruster
• Thermionic emitter 
electron source
Off-chip
• Ignition and control 
electronics
• Propellant management 
and storage
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Operating Principle
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T5 and T6 Hollow Cathode Thrusters
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T5 and T6 Characteristics Figure: T5 hollow cathode in 
neutralizer configuration
Cathode Type T5 STRV-
A1 (1994)
T6 Discharge 
cathode
Maximum current [A] 0.5 - 3.6 @ 
15,000hrs
1 - 15 @ 15,000
Extended at 
30A
Flow range [mgs-1] 0.03 to 1.2 0.1 - 3
Weight [g] 60 120
Operating Power [W] <90 <900
Figure: T6 hollow cathodes
Orifice diameter [mm] 0.23 1
Orifice length [mm] 1 2 (50% 
chamfer)
Tip material Molybdenum Tantalum
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T6 Variant Hollow Cathode Thruster
T6 thruster modified to reduce minimum flow rate and discharge voltage
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Test facility electrical setup
CATHODE HEATER 
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30V 5A 
+ -
ANODE POWER
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Photo-detector and 
control circuit
Pendulum 
thrust balance Digital oscilloscopes
Indirect thrust measurement system 
– Final assembly -
assembly
Thruster and 
back plate
He-Ne laser and Keplerian 
beam expander
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Testing Results
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T5 Discharge thrust characterization
T5 HCT during operation with argon at 70.3W (3.2A) at 21V with 
0.05mgs-1 argon (left) and 12.8W (0.8A) at 15V with 0.8mgs-1 (right) 
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T5 Performance during discharge mode
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T5 Performance during discharge mode
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T5 Performance during discharge mode
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T5 Performance during discharge mode
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T6 variant thruster plume
T6 cathode operating stably at 840W (30Amps) on xenon at 0.08mgs-1, 28.0V discharge voltage 
(left) operating on xenon at 200W (25Amps) 0.5 mgs-1 at 8.01V discharge voltage (right) 
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Current voltage characteristics for the T6 variant
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T6 Performance during discharge mode
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Potential for MHD acceleration
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Potential for MHD acceleration
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Potential for a scalable diffuse 
thermal arc thruster
• Unique solution over conventional chemical systems
• Able to provide performance much higher than resistojets at low 
power
• Convenient discharge and initiation voltages (28V) for all-
electric and microsatellite applications
• Feasibility of scaling to lower powers using MEMS
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MEMS Design Requirements - Performance
S/C 
Dimensions
Moment of
Inertia
Required Impulse Bit (Ns) Min.
Thrust
for slew
(mN)
17mrad 0.3mrad 0.02mrad
Mass (kg) Scale (m) (kgm2) 20s 100s 20s 100s 20s 100s
Micro-Spacecraft [20kg] Pico-Spacecraft [1kg]
Thrust level [mN] 0.11 0.014
Performance Conservative High Conservative High
1 0.1 0.017 1.4 x 10-4 2.9 x 10-5 2.5 x 10-6 5.1 x 10-7 1.7 x 10-7 3.4 x 10-8 0.014
10 0.3 0.150 4.3 x 10-4 8.5 x 10-5 7.5 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-6 1.0 x 10-7 0.043
20 0.4 0.533 1.1 x 10-3 2.3 x 10-4 2.0 x 10-5 4.0 x 10-6 1.3 x 10-6 2.7 x 10-7 0.110
Table: Representative thrust requirements for micro-spacecraft.
Orifice current density [A/mm2] <60 >600 <60 >600
Number of cathodes 100 <10 <100 <10
Pressure of operation [mbar] <1000 >5000 <1000 >5000
Propulsive efficiency 1-3% >20% 1-3% >20%
Specific impulse [s] >60 >170 <60 >170
Table: Design constraints and criteria
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Propellant Selection
Propellant Mercury Caesium Xenon Krypton Argon
Atomic number 80 55 54 36 18
Atomic mass [g.mol-1] 200.59 132.90 131.29 83.80 39.95
Density at 20°C 1Bar [g.cm-3] 13.6 1.9 5.9 3.73 1.78
B ili i [°C] 356 669 107 153 185o ng po nt - - -
Energy of first ionisation [kJ.mol-1] 1796 375 1170 1351 1520
Energy of second ionisation [kJ.mol-1] 3294 2234 2046 2350.4 2665
Propellant Characteristics.
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MEMS Model and Innovation
Energy/particle flux within a MEMS hollow cathode
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MEMS Model and Innovation
Various conceived configurations based on a silicon substrate
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MEMS Model and Innovation
Positive orifice hollow cathode (POHC) based on LaB6
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Fabrication of Arrays
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Fabrication of Arrays
SEM image of 3×3 arrays of (50 µm)2 devices in a
circular arrangement with separate power feed JG Eden and SJ 
Park, Microcavity plasma devices and arrays, Plasma Phys. 
Control Fusion 47 83 92 (2005)
Array of inverted pyramids etched into a 
silicon wafer with an opening of 20µm.
MEMS Production processes . , , –    
•Photolithography (subtractive/additive pattern 
transfer)
•Subtractive processes (wet etching, dry etching, 
milling)
•Additive Processes (chemical vapour deposition, 
physical vapour deposition, thermal oxidation, sol-gel 
deposition, spin coating, ion implantation, 
electrochemical deposition)
•Bonding (anodic bonding, direct bonding, eutectic 
bonding, adhesive bonding) 
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Scaling issues -Electrical Breakdown
Above: Standard Paschen breakdown voltage vs. 
the product of pressure and electrode separation).
Right: Breakdown voltage vs. the gap spacing at 
the pressure of 760 torr in argon (a) and air (b). 
For both gases, solid curves represent theoretical 
predictions obtained by using the analytical 
solutions with the inclusion of field emission, while 
the dashed lines correspond to the standard 
Paschen law.
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Scaling issues -Oscillatory Enhancement
•Key features of the HCD over a planar discharge:
•A HCD is associated with a large increased current density and discharge 
efficiency
F i di i d lt th di h t i l kl• or g ven mens ons an  vo age, e sc arge curren  s on y wea y 
influenced by gas pressure;
•Requires a lower operating voltage, reducing degradation by ion erosion 
and increased lifetime of the device. 
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Pre-Ignition Heating
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Material Properties Gold Silicon Tungsten Tantalum Molybdenum Rhenium
Electrical resistivity 20°C [Ohm-m] 2.2x10-8 1.0 x10-4 6.7 x10-8 1.3 x10-7 5.7 x10-8 1.9 x10-7
Electrical resistivity 1200°C [Ohm-m] NA NA 4.03 x10-7 6.30 x10-7 3.84 x10-7 8.44 x10-7
Thermal conductivity [W/m-K] 301 124 163 54 138 40
Emissivity 0.04 0.3-0.5 0.15 0.2 0.17 0.42
Density [g/cm3] 19.32 2.3 19.3 16.65 10.22 21.03
Melting point [C] 1064 1412 3370 2996 2617 3180
Table 4: Material properties for heater selection ].
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Thermionic emitter materials
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Considered materials:
1. Field emitters (4-5eV, <100mA/cm2) 
– Current density lifetime , 
2. Oxide cathodes (2.1eV, >8A/cm2)
– Ion bombardment and discharge voltage sensitivity
3. Impregnated cathodes (2.2eV,>10A/cm2)
– MEMS impregnation processes
4. Boride cathodes (2.6eV, >10A/cm2)
– Higher work function
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Fabrication Steps
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Fabrication Steps
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Fabrication Steps
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Fabrication Steps
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Fabrication Steps
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Predicted performance I
• Conservative design for a 20kg microspacecraft with a 0.11mN 
thrust requirement
• 100-cathode array 
• Orifice diameter of 10µm, length set at 20µm to reduce the required 
discharge current
• Mass flow rate through individual in this case to 1.5µg/s (0.15mg/s 
total mass flow rate) 
• Internal emitter pressure of 44Torr, emitter diameter of 0.28mm
• Total discharge current of 620mA (6.2mA/cathode) 
• Required surface area for cooling by radiation be no less than 
0.57mm2 operating at 800°C chip size of 0.75mm x 0.75mm       
• Emitter geometry drives of chip size with conservative design 
5.6mm x 5.6mm if allowing for emitter spacing 
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Predicted performance II
• High electric field 1.3 x107 V/m due to Debye length (2.7pm) 
Effe ti e e itte k f ti f 2 50eV t 2 36eV– c v  m r wor  unc on rom .  o .
– Low emitter operating temperature (928°C) to give the 6.2mA 
per emitter. 
• Since circuit is parallel the total resistance is low resulting in a 
total voltage drop of only 9.53V at 620mA, a total array power 
of 5.91W
• Since the current density is limited, Ohmic dissipation in 
individual cathodes is small which limits specific impulse ~ 75s 
(gas temperature of 1802°C)
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Predicted performance III
• Since ionization and electron convective losses dominate thrust 
efficiency is reduced to 0.68%
• A 10-track parallel tungsten heater circuit designed to give a total 
voltage drop of 24V consistent with a small satellite bus. 
• Heater geometry 5µm track with width and 1µm track height
selected 
– 174mA
– 4.19W dissipative power in the heater for ignition
– total circuit resistance being 138Ω. 
• Each heater track required 34 cross-chip windings to give the 
necessary voltage parameters 
– covering an acceptable 17% of the rear face of the chip.
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Conclusion
• Very conservative design solution   
• Should be possible to construct and operate a MEMS hollow cathode thruster 
device 
• Efficiency will be low however tolerable
• A means to produce relatively high performance thrusters for micro-
spacecraft 
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Thank you for your attention
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